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What could we need computational humanities for?

• Speed up process of cataloguing, deciphering, translating, publishing texts 
and understanding human culture

[DH (new forms of publishing, documenting, visualizing, analyzing data)]

• Large number of documents for small number of scholars (Egyptology, 
Akkadian, Dunhuang, Papyrology…)
• 500.000 cuneiform tablets for ca. 100 experts 
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Fragment spotting
Scripta Qumranica Electronica 
on the Dead Sea Scrolls (Haifa, Göttingen, IAA, Tel Aviv, EPHE)

Cataloguing



Sample results of the Geniza project (TAU)

• Newly found joins

• (a) Initially no catalog data other than material (paper), it is found to be a philosophical work with a Naskhi script. 

• (b) Initially the subject classification had three equally probable options, two cantillation options and a very broad script type categorization. The 
inference determines it to be a religious exegesis essay with a Tiberian semi-cursive script and partial cantillation.



Papyrus fiber alignment



Papyrus fiber 
alignment







Make deciphering easier: Font creation 

4Q276 (4QToharot B)



Make deciphering easier: Font creation for lacuna 
restoration

4Qcryptic A Serekh HaEda

Cryptic script from Qumran, 
perhaps early 1st century 
BCE
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In planification in SQE: tool for registrating and moving r and v images of fragments 
linked to text reconstruction



Letter spotting to semiautomatically create paleographical charts, a 
database for lacuna restoriation or font creation (Nachum
Dershowitz, Lior Wolf)



Make deciphering easier: Unwrap a magic bowl



viral OFTA text image alignment tool produced in collaboration between TAU,
OUI and EPHE (Icdar 2015)



Data bottleneck

In order to produce large quantities of – machine readable – data

deep learning could be very effective. 

But for the training of deep neuron networks we need large quantities 
of machine readable data...



Institutional bottleneck

Computer scientists are interested in publishing new algorithms in excellent CS 
journals.

Humanists are interested in publishing texts and analyses in excellent humanities 
book series and journals (and sometimes online).

Open source requirement for applications to funding organisations and promotions 
in universities

New French law on publications and data

Many algorithms have been developed

but they are vegetating on some forgotten hard disk of a former PhD student.

Engineers are needed to create real working applications

Standards for exchange and APIs

DivaDIA



Reciprocity

• Model ambiguity!



learn from easy about 
difficult 



holistic approach to documents

• Literary manuscripts (often) have a constant layout that can be exploited 
by regarding them as 3D object.
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ms Cambridge 470.1



Even for lines
(Parma2)



a text line is constituted by many lines





Transcription alignment







manuscript OCR



What could we need computational humanities for?

• Speed up process of cataloguing, deciphering, translating, publishing texts 
and understanding human culture

[DH (new forms of publishing, documenting, visualizing, analyzing data)]

• ‘Objectify’ certain fields (e.g. paleography)



knowledge 
transfer from 

online to 
offline 

analysis

• two documents written in very distant periods of activity of a scribe were written by the 
same scribe or whether they are the product of a scribal school.

• two documents written in two different registers (e.g. cursive / bookscript) were written 
by the same scribe.

• two documents written in two different scripts (e.g. Syriac / Arabic) were written by the 
same scribe.

It would be very interesting to develop mathematical models for these and other 
variabilities (e.g. amateur/professional distinction)

One should be able with massive modern online ground truth to learn models for different 
scripts and problems that we can try to apply to historical documents.

No black boxes!

Paleographers have great pain to assess whether



What could we need computational humanities for?

• Speed up process of cataloguing, deciphering, translating, publishing texts 
and understanding human culture

[DH (new forms of publishing, documenting, visualizing, analyzing data)]

• ‘Objectify’ certain fields (e.g. paleography)

• Connecting data and data mining to ask (and try to answer) new questions
• e.g. interdisciplinary methodological approaches by combining analyses of spatial, 

textual, visual, audio, linguistic data

• e.g. diachronic NLP

• e.g. comparative transcultural paleography



long term 
script 

development

Can we develop mathematic models to calculate the phylogenetics of long term script 
development (similar to genetics or linguistics)?

some elements will be absent in the pedigree





What we need

Tools and infrastructures such as DivaDIA

Engineers to maintain them

reciprocal listening and teaching


